This paper researches the following inverse eigenvalue problem for arrow-like matrices. Give two characteristic pairs, get a generalized arrow-like matrix, let the two characteristic pairs are the characteristic pairs of this generalized arrow-like matrix. The expression and an algorithm of the solution of the problem is given, and a numerical example is provided.
Introduction
The Inverse eigenvalue problem for matrices in the problems involved in the field of structural design, pattern recognition, parameter recognition, automatic control and so on, it has a good engineering background, and its research has obvious significance [1] . Many experts and scholars have addressed more extensively and in-depth studied, get a lot of conclusions about inverse eigenvalue problem for Jacobi matrices [2] , but there is less research about the inverse eigenvalue problem for arrow-like matrices [3, 4] . This paper researches the following inverse eigenvalue problem for generalized arrow-like matrices.
Generalized arrow-like matrices refer to the matrix as follows: 
. The expression and an algorithm of the solution of the problem is given in Section 2, and a numerical example is provided in Section 3. 
The Solution of Question IEPGAM
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From (5) and (6), we can get
In order to eliminate , multiply by i on both sides of (7), multiply by i i a y x on both sides of (8), then cut on both sides, we can get
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x y can not be zero at the same time ,so 
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From (5) and the m + 1 equation of (6),
 For inverse 1 , , ( 2,3, , 1) (5) and 2 to m equation of (6),
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From (18) and (19), we can get According to the above analysis, to question IEPGAM, we can get the follow theorem.
Theorem. If the following conditions are satisfied: 
